JEBEL SIFAH – A Muriya Destination
Jebel Sifah is an Integrated Tourism Complex (ITC) that caters to international visitors and
residents with its unique real estate, tourism and hospitality propositions. Developed by
Muriya, Oman’s largest and most diversified private real estate and tourism developer,
Jebel Sifah has grown to become the home of a multicultural community and an
expression of Oman’s vibrant growth and culture.
Jebel Sifah is home to a full-range of freehold marina and golf-front apartments and
luxury ocean view villas that can be bought or rented at highly competitive rates. Its
longlist of expertly crafted properties include the landmark Golf Lake, a premium
residential area comprised of 14 buildings and 131 studios, one and two bedroom
apartments as well as lofts. The development is being expertly crafted to overlook the
destination’s 9-hole Harradine golf course, with stunning views of the greens. Golf Lake is
scheduled to be completed on-time by Q4 2018. The newest neighbourhood, Jebel Sifah
Heights will spread across 365,000 sqm and will offer a range of apartments with stunning
sea and golf views. With the completion of all phases of Jebel Sifah Heights, homeowners
will have direct access to an outdoor jogging, cycling track and gym, swimming pool, and
meditation garden amongst other facilities.
Jebel Sifah’s picturesque Marina is a haven for yacht owners, guests and residents looking
to unwind at the 4-Star Sifawy Boutique Hotel or its lively restaurants and shops. The
sophisticated Marina entices people of all pallets and tastes with a host of first-class
recreation and entertainment facilities. These include opportunities to dive and explore
Oman’s famous marine life, fun-filled water sports, and an exhilarating floating
waterpark.
As an ITC that is continually being upgraded as per its masterplan, Muriya consistently
enhances Jebel Sifah’s offerings with new outlets launched all year round. These include
the new The Bank Beach Club, a Mediterranean-inspired establishment featuring a new
lifestyle concept to Oman with its 500sqm infinity pool boasting 360 views of the
mountains, stunning coastline and Marina. The Bank Beach Club and its landmark infinity
pool is also joined by another highly anticipated venue, the Sky Lounge & Restaurant,
which offers a main dining area for families, a rooftop bar for guests to relax outdoors,
and indulgent Mediterranean cuisine.

For travellers who enjoy sleeping amidst the outdoor wonders of Oman, Jebel Sifah has
the eco-friendly GECO Camp Sifah ready to meet their every need. With modern tents that
look out onto the sea, GECO Camp Sifah has quickly emerged as a unique glamping
opportunity for adventure-seekers in Oman.
The growing destination, located 40 minutes from Muscat, offers something for
homeowners and visitors of every segment, with added benefit of being easily accessible
by car, water taxi, and private boats. Whether choosing to journey through the mountains
or to get closer to the pristine turquoise waters of Oman, Jebel Sifah promises a
captivating experience like no other, and a continuing reflection of life as it should be.

